Abstract. We introduce group graded basic Morita equivalences between algebras determined by blocks of normal subgroups, and by using the extended Brauer quotient, we show that they induce graded basic Morita equivalences at local levels.
Introduction
Categorical equivalences between blocks of group algebras have been intensely studied over the last four decades, as they provide a structural explanation for various character correspondences which have been observed much earlier. It has turned out that in many cases, these are not mere equivalences between algebras -they are also compatible with the p-local structure of the blocks, encoded in terms of Brauer pairs or local pointed groups associated to subgroups of the defect groups, and their fusions. The motivation is related to the older idea of obtaining information about the block from information about blocks of local subgroups.
In the case of principal blocks, J. Rickard [17] introduced the so-called splendid derived equivalences, which involve permutation bimodules with diagonal vertices and trivial sources, with the feature that they give rise to derived equivalences between principal blocks of centralizers of p-subgroups. Splendid equivalences have been generalized to arbitrary blocks by M. Linckelmann [8] , [9] and M.E. Harris [5] . Later, a far reaching generalization has been achieved by L. Puig [13] , who introduced basic equivalences, which also have a significant local structure, and induce equivalences between block of the centralizers of subgroups of the defect groups by employing the Brauer construction. Moreover, L. Puig and Y. Zhou [15] , [16] proved that these local equivalences extend to equivalences between blocks of the normalizers of subgroups of the defect groups. It was pointed out by X. Hu [6] that in fact, one gets in [15] graded Morita equivalences, via the construction introduced in [10] .
In this paper, we investigate the local structure of graded Morita equivalences in a general setting. We fix a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with residue field k of characteristic p > 0, finite groups G and G ′ with normal subgroups N and N ′ respectively, such that the factor groups G/N and G ′ /N ′ are isomorphic. LetG be the diagonal subgroup of G × G ′ with respect to the given isomorphism between G/N and G ′ /N ′ . Let b be a G-invariant block of ON, and let b ′ be a G ′ -invariant block of ON ′ . A G/N-graded bimoduleM inducing a Morita equivalence between A = OGb and A ′ = OG ′ b ′ has an 1-component which can be regarded as an indecomposable OG-module, so it has a vertexP and a sourceN . The discussion of the Morita equivalences in terms ofP andN requires the introduction of a natural group graded structure on Puig's OG-interior Hecke algebra End O(1×G ′ ) (Ind relates the Morita equivalence between the block extensions A and A ′ induced byM to a G/N-graded Morita equivalence between the source algebras A γ and A ′ γ ′ . In Section 4 we introduce the graded version of basic Morita equivalence between OGb and OG ′ b ′ , and we show in Corollary 4.3 that the truncation (that is, restriction of the grading to a subgroup of Γ) of a group graded basic Morita equivalence is again a group graded basic Morita equivalence.
The extended Brauer quotient of OG with respect to a p-subgroup Q of G was introduced in [15, Section 3] , and it was generalized to N-interior G-algebras in [3] . In our situation, we show in Section 5 that the G/N-grading on OG induces a group grading on the extended Brauer quotient, given by a certain subgroup of the normalizer N G (Q) modulo the centralizer
This observation is used in our second main result, Theorem 6.9 below, where we prove that a basic graded Morita equivalence between OGb and OG ′ b ′ induces a group graded basic equivalence at local levels. This is a common generalization of [15, Theorem 1.4] and [10, Corollary 3.9] . More precisely, [15, Theorem 1.4 ] is obtained in the case G = N, while in [10, Corollary 3.9] we have only principal blocks b and b ′ , with Sylow p-subgroups P ≤ N and P ′ ≤ N ′ , and we do not consider the extended Brauer quotient. One should mention that Puig also discussed in his book [13] the other types of equivalences relevant to block theory -stable equivalences of Morita type and Rickard equivalences, and moreover, the results of [15] are extended in [16] to obtain local Rickard equivalences with a group graded structure. However, the comparison of the results on group graded equivalences presented in [11, Theorem 5 We introduce our notations and basic assumptions in Section 2. We will freely use the language of pointed groups on G-algebras and their fusions, as presented in [13] , [14] and [18] . We will not need to assume that k is a splitting field for the group algebras in discussion, so certain field extensions of k will occur below. We also refer to [11] for results on group graded algebras and modules.
Preliminaries
The following notations and assumptions will be in force for the remaining of the paper.
Let G and G
′ be finite groups, let ω : G → Γ and ω ′ : G ′ → Γ be group epimorphisms, and denote N := Kerω and N ′ := Kerω ′ , so that
LetG be the inverse image in
Consider the diagonal subalgebra
of the Γ × Γ-graded algebra OG ⊗ O OG ′ (with respect to the maps ω and ω ′ ), so ∆ is naturally isomorphic, as a Γ-graded algebra, to the group algebra OG.
Let b be a block of ON and let
Then both A and A ′ are Γ-graded in an obvious way, and we denote by A 1 and A ′ 1 respectively the identity components. We consider the Γ-graded G-acted O-algebra structure on A, that is, we have a g ∈ A x g , for all x ∈ Γ and a x ∈ A x .
Let M be an indecomposable
• . We assume that M extends to ∆ (that is, the action of N × N on M extends toG), and that M restricted to both O(1 × N ′ ) and O(N × 1) is projective. Seẗ
Then, by [11, Lemma 1.6.3] ,M is a Γ-graded (OG, (OG ′ ) op )-bimodule with 1-component naturally isomorphic to M.
Since M is an indecomposable OG-module, we consider a vertexP of M inG, and we choose an OP -sourceN of M. Consider the OP -interior algebra
It follows in particular that M is a direct summand of IndG P (N ) as OG-modules, andM is a direct summand of Ind
is an indecomposable ONG(P )-module with vertexP such that X | Ind
. Denote also by π : G × G ′ → G the natural projection, by ρ :P → G, the restriction of π toP and by σ :P → P the surjective group homomorphism determined by π and ρ. Similarly, we set π ′ , ρ ′ and σ
For later use, we record the following lemma relating points on A and points on A 1 .
Lemma 2.4. For any subgroup H of G and for any pointα of H on A there exists a point α of H on A 1 such thatî · j = j ·î =î, for someî ∈α and j ∈ α.
Proof. Let 1 A = j be an orthogonal primitive decomposition of the identity element of 
and setÂ
The algebraÂ is called in [13, Section 4] the Hecke OG-interior algebra associated with G ′ ,P and End O (N ). In our situation, by [2, Section 6],Ä andÂ are naturally Γ-graded O(G × G ′ )-interior respectively OG-interior algebras, such that the structural map
OG →Â
is a homomorphism of Γ-graded OG-interior algebras.
3.2. By [13, Theorem 4.4] there is an OG-interior algebra isomorphism
which in our case, by [2, Section 7] , is an isomorphism of Γ-graded algebras. As a consequence, we obtain the isomorphism
of Γ-graded OP -interior algebras. Note that constructions made in [13, 6.7] can be applied in our situation since b ′ is G ′ -invariant, hence fron (1) we obtain the isomorphism
of Γ-graded OG-interior algebras.
3.3. DenoteN G×G ′ (P ) = N G×G ′ (P )/P andNG(P ) = NG(P )/P . Consider theNG(P )-graded endomorphism algebra E := End ONG(P ) (Ind
and theN G×G ′ (P )-graded endomorphism algebrä
The quotient algebraË/J gr (Ë) modulo the graded Jacobson radical
is an extension of k, while E/J gr (E) is naturally isomorphic to theN G×G ′ (PN )-graded subalgebrak * NG (PN ) 
which, again by Clifford correspondence, determines a projectivek * NG×G ′ (PN )-moduleV such thaẗ
3.5. Now letṼ be an indecomposable direct summand ofV and letẄ be an isotypic component of the restriction tok * NP ×G ′ (PN ) ofṼ. By [13, 6.8] ,Ẅ determines a local poinẗ γ of P on the induced algebra
occurring in 3.2 (2), and a local pointγ
o , so isM, and then we obtain the O(G × G ′ )-interior algebra embeddings
which induce the OG-interior algebra embeddings
NowM determines, as in [13, 6.6 ], a pointα of G on End O (M) 1×G ′ and onÂ such that b ·α =α. As in [13, 6.8] , we obtain that
and thus, by using the isomorphism 3.2 (3), we have that P ′ γ ′ is a local point on A ′ .
3.6.
Consider again the Γ-graded OG-interior algebrâ
occurring in 3.2 (3), whose 1-component iŝ
Proposition 3.7. With the above notation, the pointsγ andγ ′ introduced in 3.5 determine the local pointsγ of P onĈ 1 and
Proof. It follows from [13, 6.8] thatγ is a point of P on
′ for some idempotents chosen as above. Now clearlyγ becomes a point of P on
This last algebra is again Γ-graded, having as identity component the P -algebra (Ĉ 1 ) γ ′ . The pointγ is determined by applying again Lemma 2.4.
3.8.
Recall that a pointed group P γ on A 1 determines, as in [4, 1.16] , the simple quotient
, and a field extensionk of k and a crossed product (or a twistedk * -group algebra)k * NG (P γ ), such that the simple A 1 (P γ )-module becomes ak * NG (P γ )-module denoted by V A 1 (P γ ), and called the multiplicity module of P γ . When we apply this idea to the OG-module M and the OG-interior algebra End O (M), then the pointed group corresponding to the sourceN will be denoted byPN , and the multiplicityk * NG (P )-module will be denoted by V M (PN ).
With the above notations, we may state the following group graded version of [13, Theorem 6.9] . Note again that we only consider here Morita equivalences (and not Morita stable equivalences), so our result takes the simpler form mentioned at the end of the statement of [13 
is the isomorphism of twisted group algebras induced by e.
Proof. By our assumptions, the Γ-graded Morita equivalence determines the Γ-graded OGinterior algebra isomorphism
given by the structural map. We have that N × 1, 1 × N ′ and N × N ′ are normal subgroups ofG, so the identity component of the above isomorphism restricts to theG-algebra isomorphism
given by the structural map, as in [13, Theorem 6.5] . Therefore, we have
Note that the action ofG on A 1 coincides with the action of
-summand ofM , having vertexQ and sourcē N, and let Q and Q ′ the projections ofQ in G and G ′ respectively. ThenM determines a block B of A such that by isomorphism (4) we obtain the isomorphism
such that the OG-interior algebra embedding
Using this last isomorphism and [13, Proposition 5.3], we deduce that Q is actually a defect group of B. On the other hand, we haveM |M | Ind
, and thus we may choose Q to be a subgroup of P. So far we have obtained the inclusions Q x ≤ P x ≤ D for some x ∈ G. By changing the choice ofM, we get, as above, all the blocks B of G that cover b. It is known (see [1, IV.15, Theorem 1]) that there is at least one block that covers b and has defect group D. If that is the case for B, then we deduce that P x = D for some x ∈ G. Hence P is a defect group of b in G. By symmetry, we get that
LetB be the block of A corresponding toα via (4). Then we have the isomorphisms
of OG-interior algebras. Clearly, the defect pointed group Pγ of Gα determines a defect pointed group Pγ of GB, andγ is still a local point of P on A via the embeddingBA → A. Again Lemma 2.4 gives a point γ of P on A 1 , which is also local sinceγ is. It is now easy to see that P γ is a defect pointed group of G {b} . The Γ-graded OG-interior algebra embedding
restricts to a G-algebra embedding A 1 →Ĉ 1 , so that the correspondence betweenγ and γ determines the correspondence between γ andγ. Proposition 3.7 gives the OP -interior algebra isomorphism
Recall that the embedding of OP -interior algebras (Ind
is grade-preserving, while
is an isomorphism of Γ-graded OP -interior algebras, and
is an isomorphism of Γ-graded OG-interior algebras. We obtain the Γ-graded OP -interior algebra homomorphism
which is an isomorphism by the second part of isomorphism (6) . Now the homomorphism (5) restricts to the Γ-graded OP -interior algebra homomorphism
and (6) shows that this is in fact an isomorphism. Conversely, let us first denotê
and we have seen thatB is a Γ-graded OP -interior algebra. Further, since G {b} is projective relative to P γ on A 1 , we still have b ∈ Tr G P (A P γA P ). It follows, according to [12, Proposition 3.6] , that there exists a Γ-graded OG-interior algebra embedding
By our assumptions we obtain the Γ-graded OG-interior algebra isomorphism g : Ind G P (A γ ) →B, and then the obvious Γ-graded OG-interior algebra embeddinĝ
Clearly, we have the Γ-graded OG-interior algebra embedding
given by the composition of the above maps. Then φ 1 : A 1 →Â 1 is an embedding of Galgebras. It is also clear that φ 1 (γ) =γ, and then b determines a pointβ of G onÂ 1 , which is already a point of G onB 1 , with defect group Pγ, so that we have the isomorphism
ofN G (P γ )-graded algebras, and the isomorphisms
Letα
Using this and our assumption, we have thek * N G (P γ )-module isomorphisms
Hence, by (7) and (8) we can identifyα withβ and the structural morphisms f :
Since g 1 • h 1 is an embedding, there is a homomorphism of (ON, ON)-bimodules
which is also OG-linear, such that r
hence f is an isomorphism. Finally, we obtain the G-algebra isomorphism
Now, by using [13, Theorem 6.5], the fact that M extends toG, and [11, Theorem 5.1.2], the required statement follows.
3.10.
Similarly to [13, 6 .12], we show how by applying Theorem 3.9, we obtain all the possible choices of an indecomposable OG-module inducing a Morita equivalence between A 1 and A ′ 1 , and whose induction to G × G ′ induces a Γ-graded Morita equivalence between A and A ′ . Let b and b ′ be as in 2.2, and assume that Q ≤ G is a defect group of b in G, while Q ′ is a defect group of b ′ in G ′ , such thatQ ≤G, whereQ runs through all the subgroups of Q × Q ′ such that the projections τ and τ ′ satisfy τ (Q) = Q and τ ′ (Q) = Q ′ . We consider the defect pointed group Q δ of b and the defect pointed group Q ′ δ ′ of b ′ , and we look for all indecomposable OQ-modulesL having vertexQ, such that the restrictions to Ker(τ ) and to Ker(τ ′ ) are projective, and there is a Γ-graded OQ-interior algebra embedding
). With these assumptions, denoting by ξ ′ the restriction toQ of the projection G×G ′ → G ′ , note that there is the composition
of Γ-graded OQ-interior algebra embeddings, that restricts to the embedding
of Q-algebras between the identity components.
1×N ′ , and at the same time, a point
Letδ be a local point of Q on A δ . According to [13, 6.13 ],δ determines a unique local
Letβ be a point of
There is a unique indecomposable OG-summand Y of IndG Q (L) such thatβ corresponds to a unique isomorphisms class of indecomposable O(G × G ′ )-modules determined by a direct summand of Ind G×G ′ G (Y ). Explicitly, we still have the inclusion
According to Lemma 2.4,β determines a pointβ of G × G ′ on the identity component
We clearly have the inclusion
shows thatL lies in the restriction toQ of a unique OG-indecomposable direct summand of IndG Q (L). Taking into account thaẗ
we deduce thatL | ResG Q (Y ), and thenQL is still a local pointed group on End O (Ind 1 , where we have the inclusions 
Now, the natural embedding of OG-interior algebras
ThenRǫ determines a local pointed groupRǫ on End O (Ind G×G ′ Q (L)), which, according to [13, 2.11.3] , is included inQL. This shows thatQL is a defect pointed group for both (Q × G ′ )δ and (G × G ′ )β. We have obtained the embedding
and then
The embedding f 1 induces the isomorphismŝ
ofN G (Q δ )-graded algebras, and then we have
Finally, notice that the indecomposable OG-summand Y of IndG Q (L) introduced here is projective when restricted to O(N × 1) and to O(1 × N ′ ). As a conclusion of the above discussion, by Theorem 3.9 we obtain:
Graded basic Morita equivalences
By using the constructions of the previous section, we get the following graded version of [13, Corollary 7.4 ] , which allows us to define the notion of basic graded Morita equivalence. The notations are those of Section 2 and of Theorem 3.9. Proof. The implication 4) ⇒ 3) follows exactly as in the proof of [13, Corollary 7.4] . Further, we assume that 3) holds. Then, since Ker(σ)
, the assumptions made in 2.3 show thatN is a projective O Ker(σ)-module and a projective O Ker(σ ′ )-module. This fact forces σ and σ ′ to be injective group homomorphisms. Now Proposition 3.7 and the proof of Theorem 3.9 show thatÂγ is a direct O-summand of A α , since γ corresponds toγ, b · α = α, P γ is a defect pointed group of G {b} , and since the isomorphism A 1 ≃ (Â 1 ) α forces A ≃Â α . The argument used in [13, Remark 6.11 ] guarantees thatÂγ has a P -stable O-basis. The OP -interior algebra embeddinĝ
given by Proposition 3.7, determines the OP -interior algebra embeddinĝ
Finally, we apply [13, Theorem 7.2] to this last embedding. 
Proof. We have the isomorphism
of Λ-graded algebras, which means that M induces an Λ-graded Morita equivalence between
whereP ≤G is the above vertex of M inG. We may choose a vertexQ of M inḦ such thaẗ Q ≤P . Denote by σQ and σ ′Q the projectionsQ → Q andQ → Q ′ respectively, determined by the projectionsḦ → H andḦ → H ′ . We obtain the commutative diagram
where the vertical maps are the inclusions. A similar commutative diagram exists for P ′ and Q ′ . Finally, if σ is an isomorphism, σQ is also an isomorphism.
5.
The graded structure of the extended Brauer quotient 5.1. We keep the notations introduced in 2. Let Q be a p-subgroup of G and consider the subgroup
of grade-preserving automorphisms of Q. For any ϕ ∈ K, consider the ϕ-twisted diagonal map
It is clear that
The aim of this section is to point out that the extended Brauer quotient
introduced in [15] (see also [3] for the generalization to N-interior G-algebras), and the isomorphism of [15, Theorem 3.5] 
Proof. The set G is a Q × Q-invariant O-basis of OG, so it is also ∆ ϕ (Q)-invariant for any ϕ ∈ K. Hence for any ϕ ∈ K, the subalgebra OG ∆ϕ(Q) of ∆ ϕ (Q)-fixed elements of OG has as basis the class sums
Then it is easy to see that we get
as O-modules, for any z, x ∈ N K G (Q). We can organize the algebra
ONz, such that any class Nz is a ∆ ϕx (Q)-invariant O-basis of the module ONz, which has a
Since in our situation the map sending x to ϕ x induces the monomorphism
such that z = xt, from the above and [3, Proposition 2.5] we obtain that
It is also easy to check that
. We define ψ K to be the sum for any u ∈ Q. So, for any ϕ ∈ K and any y ∈ N G (Q), the element a ∈ OG ∆ϕ(Q) verifies a y ∈ OG ∆ ϕ y (Q) . HenceN 
Remark 5.4. Let P be a p-subgroup of G and denote in this section, for the moment, the kP -interior algebra
where W be an endopermutation kP -module such that
Let Q be subgroup of P, and let
. Then the OP -interior algebra S ⊗ O OG is G/N-graded and we have that
By using the notation introduced in Remarks 5.3 and 5.4, and by adapting the proof of [15, Proposition 3.9] we obtain: Proposition 5.5. Let Q δ ′′ be a local pointed group on A 1 , and let
Then there is an isomorphism
N K S⊗j(OG)j (Q) ≃ S(Q) ⊗ kN K j(OG)j (Q) of NK G (Q)/C N (Q)-graded T -interior algebras.
Local basic graded Morita equivalences
In this section we assume that the bimoduleM induces a basic graded Morita equivalence between A and A ′ , as defined in Section 4.
6.1. For any subgroup Q in P, denotingQ = σ −1 (Q) and σ ′ (Q) = Q ′ , we have that
and the action of NG(Q) onQ determines the group isomorphisms
and
6.2. We claim that there is a bijection between the set of local points of Q on (A 1 ) γ and the set of local points of
Indeed, by our assumption, the isomorphism e :
of Γ-graded OP -interior algebras introduced in Theorem 3.9 determines the embedding
of Γ-graded OP -interior algebra, and in particular, the embedding
Since S(Q) is a simple k-algebra, following [13, 7.6], we still have the embedding
of N P (Q)-algebras, and this proves that claim. Furthermore, if Q δ and Q ′ δ ′ correspond under this bijection, then by (10) we also get the embedding
of Γ-graded Q-interior algebras, whereδ is the unique point ofQ on S lifting the identity of S(Q).
Consider the local pointed group
We define (G, Γ)-fusions in terms of Γ-graded bimodules, in a way similar to [9, 7.2-7.5] Definition 6.4. We say that an element ϕ ∈ K = Aut Γ (Q) is a (G, Γ)-fusion of Q δ in A γ if there is an homogeneous isomorphism of some degree of Γ-graded bimodules iOGj ≃ (iOGj) ϕ , where i ∈ γ and j ∈ δ. Lemma 6.5. With the above notations, and identifying Q, Q ′ andQ via σ and σ ′ , the following statements hold.
1) We have the group isomorphism
2) The Γ-graded OQ-interior algebra embedding (12) gives the inclusion
and the equality
Proof. 1) As in [12, Theorem 3.1] (see also [9, 7.2-7.5]), an homogeneous isomorphism between the (iOGi, OQ)-bimodules iOGj and (iOGj) ϕ is given by right multiplication with an element x ∈ N K G (Q δ ). The condition x ∈ C N (Q) means that x defines a graded bimodule isomorphism of degree 1 and a trivial automorphism of Q.
2) Both statements follow by the argument of [7, 1.17] and by taking into account that homogeneous isomorphisms of graded bimodules are induced by right multiplication with homogeneous invertible elements.
Furthermore, in this situation we have that
It is not difficult to see that this epimorphism actually restricts to the epimorphism
and then T is also a defect group of β. The equality
and since bj = j = jb for any j ∈ β we obtain T ≤ P x , for some x ∈ G. Hence replacing each P γ and Q δ by a G-conjugate, such that we still have Q δ ≤ P γ , we may assume that T ≤ P. More exactly T ≤ N P (Q δ ). The local pointed group P γ forces the existence of at least one local point µ ⊆ (OH) N P (Q δ ) with the property
The inclusion Q ≤ N P (Q δ ) ≤ N G (Q δ ) shows that we may find, if necessary, some G-conjugate of Q δ with
Now T, the defect group of β, verifies T ≤ N P (Q δ ). The local point µ determines a local pointμ of T on OH with Tμ ≤ N P (Q δ ) µ . The maximality of Tμ forces the equality Tμ = N P (Q δ ) µ . The commutative diagram kC N (Q) Moreover, embedding (9) provides the embedding
of Γ-graded OT -interior algebras, which according to Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.5, determines the embedding
Recall also that here S(Q) = End k (NQ), whereNQ is a uniquely determined endo-permutation kT -module.
Consider the natural mapsω
, so in view of Lemma 6.5 2), we have, as in 2.1, the corresponding subgroup By applying Theorem 3.9 in this situation, we deduce the main result of this section.
such that the bimodule 
